This is a 24 hour Remedy Demand as per the attached telephone call made to the CEO Marianne Griffiths, copied to the Health Minister and PM May.

1. Withdraw the Mental Health Fraud on Mr Edward William Ellis, National Health Service Patient 632 855 6020

2. Pay for Remedial Kidney Care at a private facility in London within 24 hours to remedy the wrongful Fistula placed by the Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust in the left arm since December 2018, which connects an artery to a vein pending dialysis (within a few days) but no dialysis has been provided in 7 months under the pretence of being on a dialysis waiting list and pretence of no dialysis available. This is an assassination attempt by the Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust officers in which the CEO and all Directors have personal liability.

Attempt 1. On 17th June 2019, a phone call was received from a Redbridge Mental Health Team offering their services, which were declined by Mr Ellis

Attempt 2. On 18th June 2019, at 9.45 am, an unannounced Mental Health Home Sectioning Fraud Attempt was made by a Team of 3 at the new home of Mr Edward William Ellis (1)
Attempt 3. On 19th June 2019, at 9.45 am a second failed Home attempt with a Team of 4 (2)

Attempt 4. On 19th June at 3pm, an attempt was made by a Nephrologist, Dr Lever at Queens Hospital, Romford Essex, on grounds that there was an earlier Mental Health Fraud by Nephrologist of Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust, namely Nephrologist Dr Adam MacDiarmaid-Gordon (3) Transcript below (4) who has failed to provide Dialysis without follow-up of the Fistula left in place for 7 months, causing the blood to bypass the lungs and kidneys, causing weight loss, infections, hayfever, heart enlargement, concealing a slow tortuous death.

Attempt 5. A Phone call was received from the Mental Health Team at 5pm on 19th June 2019 to attempt to kidnap Mr Ellis

Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust is hereby served with the 20 page document by Mr Ellis, on the Mass Remedy Process which he is managing on behalf of the Crown & Lord Bishops, already served on Parliament

Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust is hereby offered the Immunity offer to provide the remedy of Dialysis and after care to commence within 24 hours, paid for by the Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust at a private facility chosen by Mr Ellis in London, until he is fully recovered. This is a Public Interest Case.

This immunity offer is valid for 24 hours after sending of this email, namely until 2pm on Thursday 27 June 2019.

Your acceptance of the offer by return email copied to Mr Ellis, copied in, will also confirm payment arrangements by the Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals Trust directly with the Private Kidney Care Facility for the immediate admission within 24hrs

(1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1RbCg1IyHA
18 June 2019:NHS Mental Health Fraud Caught on CCTV on Equity Lawyer Edward William Ellis

(2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CfwtY7wOEBw
19 June 2019: NHS Mental Health Fraud Caught on CCTV on Equity Lawyer Edward William Ellis

(3) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZa7z-r7Yic
19 June 2019 4pm: Kidney Specialist Caught Impersonating a Psychiatrist in Kidnap Attempt of Mr Ellis

(4) START
DRAFT TRANSCRIPT of (3) above is below
2019 06 19 Transcript of Kidney Ambulatory Care Unit Mental Health Fraud in Equity Lawyer
Edward William Ellis

Dr Lever: I want you to be seen by, I think you should be seen by the psychiatric services here.

Mr Ellis: I refuse

Dr Lever: Yes but at the moment these processes are not absolutely not going to recognise....

Mr Ellis: They've screwed up

Dr Lever: I'm not going to argue with you. I'd rather, What I am saying is, all I want to do...

Mr Ellis: I am giving Notice to Parliament

Dr Lever: I'm not interested, I am saying

Mr Ellis: I'll finish

Dr Lever: Please, I'm saying I'm not interested, I'm not interested I am saying for you to have a mental health assessment

Mr Ellis: A decision is being made this week, I will finish the grounds this week

KNOCK KNOCK

Ms Berry: Sorry, Hi,

Mr Ellis: Hello Do Sit down

Dr Lever: Who are you

Ms Berry: I'm with Edward

Mr Ellis: This is Neelu Berry

Dr Lever: Oh Hello! Hi

Mr Ellis: She has consent to sit

Dr Lever: Hi I'm Dr Lever I am a kidney Consultant Hi So what I am saying is, what I am saying to Edward is that he has, so I have received correspondence from his GP, and I've also received correspondence from Dr DiarMaid-Gordon who was one of his consultants when he was seen at the Royal Sussex County in Brighton in March 2019. Dr DiarMaid-Gordon, dr Bukhari and myself have concerns 1. About Edwards kidney failure OK Right Because Edward does have kidney failure in terms of his kidney function is less than 10% of what it should be. So Edward is at the level where we need to think about starting dialysis treatment

Ms Berry: Can you show me the tests that you've done

Dr Lever: So I've got all the tests over here. This is the creatinine level. The creatinine level today is 791

Ms Berry: And can I see that it is his blood test and not somebody else's blood test

Dr Lever: This is his address Edward Ellis Ok Alright It's been around that time.

Ms Berry: He's just started a lot of activities with the swimming and walking

Mr Ellis: I just swam 36 lengths on Friday

Dr Lever: His Creatinine was 686 in March and now it's 791. The normal level for someone like Edward would be less than 90

Ms Berry: Yeah but He is very fit for his age, he's not a very good drinker, he's been dehydrated because he doesn't drink very well

Dr Lever: Right ok so this is going to be very helpful What I want to do is I would like to admit Edward to hospital today in order for us to review both the requirements and both how we logistically can start dialysis treatment

Ms Berry: What he would like is an independent second opinion

Dr Lever: So he has been seen by Dr MacDiarMaid-Gordon

Mr Ellis: Please let us cut to the chase on this

Dr Lever: mmm
Mr Ellis: I need to give priority to the next communications for the lord Bishops I will do that tonight.
Ms Berry: Right so he will come back tomorrow
Mr Ellis: What you need to know is there are many Doctors who are subject to Disclosure restraint frauds
Ms Berry: Edward I think we should just walk out of here, we don't require your services
Dr Lever: But you do require our services
Ms Berry: We don't
Mr Ellis: Neelu
Dr Lever: I am the clinical lead of kidney services in this Hospital
Ms Berry: But you are outside your remit with the mental health
Dr Lever: No no no no, I know I am, I know I am, absolutely, and I agree with that I agree with that I completely agree with that in terms of the
Ms Berry: It's that conflict that you've abused and we are not interested in your services
Mr Ellis: No please allow me to conduct
Dr Lever: Allow me to speak please What I am saying is what I would like to do in order to deal with this and as you are quite right I am not a mental health specialist at all And you've got no delusion evidence
Mr Ellis: No In which case what are you doing requiring mental services with a delusion deficit
Dr Lever: Because of the fact that you've been labelled as having that historically so I would like to
Mr Ellis: Yes and that has been subject to a blackmail criminal investigation
Dr Lever: All I was asking for was
Mr Ellis: No no no, you have taken crime proceeds and said that you want to use them for medical purposes. That's what you've done
Dr Lever: All I'm saying that I would welcome a further assessment by somebody
Mr Ellis: You are not having, you are enforcing a mental health fraud which itself was crime proceeds, that ends.
Dr Lever: I've started a new assessment
Mr Ellis: That is not a new assessment
Dr Lever: It's the first time, I haven't met you before
Mr Ellis: What you haven't done is asked for any of the evidence to support my position
Dr Lever: I am asking simply
Mr Ellis: No no It is how they run the frauds is they ignore the evidence of the citizen and just decide..
Dr Lever: Right I'm going to get somebody else in here No we are going
Ms Berry: Edward lets go

Mr Ellis: You cannot be trusted with the process. I have to write the next set of Communications to the lord Bishops tonight

Dr LEVER PRESSES AN ALARM BUTTON

Dr Lever: Can I have somebody else in here please
Mr Ellis: Let me have the written evidence on which you rely

Ms Berry: Edward Edward

Dr Lever: Come back and sit down again

Mr Ellis: No

Ms Berry: Lets go

Mr Ellis: You are going down for this

Ms Berry: Edward stop it

Irish Doctor: Hi my name is Dr [Irish accent doctor 45 years old 6ft 2”]

I told you they were going to do this to you, Edward, you're not listening to me

Please allow me to conduct

I am fed up

Irish Doctor: Please stop its just me

We don't require your services

No I don't care who you are

Irish Doctor: Just stop and talk to me

You don't know what you're letting yourself in to

Irish Doctor: Just stop and talk to me

No because you're going to lose your job and I don't want you to.

Stop You can walk with me

Irish Doctor: Just stop and talk to me

No

Go back to Ireland it's a lot safer, its a lot safer
If we could have a chat

Come this way please Edward Edward

Go back to Ireland

Irish Doctor: Stop and chat to me

Go back to Ireland

Lets get on a bus, they're going to try and catch you
END